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the enormous room quotes by e e cummings goodreads - the enormous room quotes this was a city of pretend created
by the hypnotism of moonnight yet when i examined the moon she too seemed but a painting of a moon and the sky in
which she lived a fragile echo of color if i blew hard the whole shy mechanism would collapse gently with a neat soundless
crash i must not or lose all e e cummings the enormous room, the enormous room quotes 1 quote goodreads - the
enormous room quotes quotes tagged as the enormous room showing 1 1 of 1 i was too tired to think i merely felt the town
as a unique unreality what was it i knew the moon s picture of a town these streets with their houses did not exist they were
but a ludicrous projection of the moon s sumptuous personality this was a city, john dos passos quote the enormous
room azquotes com - the enormous room seems to me to be the book that has nearest approached the mood of reckless
adventure in which men will reach the white heat of imagination needed to fuse the soggy disjointed complexity of the
industrial life about us into seething fluid of creation there can be no more playing safe, e e cummings the enormous
room 1920 - foreword for this my son was dead and is alive again he was lost and is found he was lost by the norton harjes
ambulance corps he was officially dead as a result of official misinformation, 100 famous quotes by e e cummings the
author of 100 - he spent only three months in prison and it was the inspiration be hind his well known novel the enormous
room cummings was an active traveler and throughout his youth he travelled across europe africa and paris in particular
remained a city with which he shared a special bond, the room 13 of the best quotes from the worst film ever - an
enormous amount is squeezed into this dubbed seconds long exchange you feel like you re watching at double speed best
of all is this transition hi doggy
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